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In this thesis a scheme is proposed for still image compression for real-time 
transmission over a packet switched network. A layered image compression 
scheme based on the quad tree decomposition technique (QTD) is developed . The 
image is decomposed into three layers, where layers are added to a base image to 
incrementally improve the quality of the recontructed image. The performance of 
the QTD is enhanced by adding a DCT algorithm with adaptive bit allocation and 
a region of interest methodology. The quad tree is then extended to a nona tree 
whereby pixel blocks of Si7.e 3 x 3 are processed instead of 2 x 2 . Results are 
presented to provide a visual subjective perception of the proposed scheme. 
Depending on the number of layers transmitted, the compression gains range from 
60:1 to 16:1. It is shown that the proposed scheme exhibits graceful degradation 
of the reconstructed image and some error tolerant capabilities. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 
The thesis objective is to propose an image compression 
scheme for real-time transmission over a packet switched 
network. The goal is to minimize the effects of errors due to 
traffic congestion and channel noise. To achieve this, an 
image compression scheme based on the quad tree decomposition 
technique is proposed . The scheme exhibits gracefl,,;. l 
degradation o f the reconstructed image and some error tolerant 
capabilities. 
The irr.age is decomposed into multiple layers where layers 
added to a base image incrementally improve the image 
recontruction quality. This layering approach permits graceful 
degradatior. in the event of packet loss caused by traffic 
congestion. As the network's traffic fluctuates, the nwnber o f 
layers of t he image to be transmitted adapt s accordingly. 
When the traffic is congested , a base image of acceptable 
fidelity is transmitted at a reduced data bandwidth. As the 
traffic eases off, addi tional layers of details are 
transmitted to bui ld up the image progressively . To counter 
the errors due to packet loss caused by e ither channel nois e 
or burst errors, the packets are interleaved in a pseudo 
random fashion before transmiss ion . This is to mitigate the 
localized patchy visual effect of such errors. 
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter II of the 
thesis describes the layering of the image. This is achieved 
using the quad tree decomposition methodology. The quad tree 
decomposition breaks down the image into several sub i mages 
with t heir regions of activity indicated. The scheme can be 
applied to all i mage types of various activity. Having formed 
the f irst l ayer of the image, t he error image is computed from 
the difference of the base image and the original i mage. The 
error image constitutes the subsequent layers of sub images . 
DeLail s of the quad tree decomposition algoriLhm and 
modifications for improvement. are presented in Chapt.er II . 
Chapter III describes the incorporation of adaptive 
discret cosine transform (OCT) into the quad tree 
decomposition so as to achieve better compression gain. The 
quad tree decomposit ion segments an image into regions of 
activity. Depending on the intensity of the activity of the 
region, the number of DCT coefficients is chosen. For regions 
of high act ivi ty, more DCT coefficients are used compared to 
those of low activity. Designated bit allocation masks 
used to perform the DCT coefficient quantization and 
truncation. 
Chapter IV extends the algorithm to interframe 
compression for full motion v ideo . Here, the video frame rate 
is reduced from 30 frames per second to 15 frames per second. 
Additionally. by taking into account the interframe redundancy 
between two consecutive images, only the base image of the 
first frame is computed and transmitted. The error image of 
the second frame is derived from the difference between its 
original image and the first frame's base image. This is to 
gain further compression and computational speed. 
Chapter V presents the conclusions. A summary of the 
thesis findings is provided. Possible benefits and 
applications of the proposed video compression scheme are also 
discussed. 
II. QUAD TREE DECOMPOSITION (QTD) 
QTD ALGORI THM 
The quad deco~pos':'tion (QTD) exploits the 
neighborhood spatial redu:1cancy in an image; typically the 
probability of neighboring pixels having similar val"J.es is 
high . The QTD algorithm merges pixels, in g-::-o"J.ps of 4, with 
similar intensities. 
Figure 1 shows the sequence of operations :'n QTD for an 
8 x 8 image. In the first step, starti:1g from the top l eft 
hand corner of the irnage, pixels in groups of four t hat have 
li t tle or no pixe l intensity differences are merged together. 
The merging is denoted by a tree node "0" with a leaf valu e 
o btained by averaging the four pixel values in the group. h'hen 
t h e pixels cannot be merged, it is denoted by a tree node " ~ " 
with four leaf values representing the feu:::: pixel values. In 
the second step, the nodes of the cree from the first step a r e 
merged to obtain the next l evel of the tree. 'I'his process is 
repeated until we r each the top of the tree [1] [2] . 
. 0, 
,1t0'~ r;;~. 
Level. n _ n . +3 
L"vol. n _ n. .. 2 
LAVAl n • <> ... 1. 
Level n • n. 
Figure 1 The sequence of operations in the quad tree 
decomposition. 
The merging of the pixel group is determined by a 
homogeneity test . The homogeneity test used here is based on 
the absolute difference value: 
: xi (m,n) - xi .l (2m+k,2n+1) I <: T, for b,1,2, 1 .. 1,2 
where xi(m,n)K[ [Ie [1 xi.l (2m+l,2n+l)]/4 and x(Zm+k,2n+l) 
the individual pixel values in the group, and T is a threshold 
value to be assigned. The index i represents the resolution 
level, i_I, .... P, for an image of size zP x 2P . xo(m,-n) is the 
pixel value of the original image at location (m, n); xi (m, n) 
represents the pixel values at resolut ion level i. 
For a plain group with little pixel intensity variation, 
the homogeneity test is positive, i.e., the pixels are merged 
and represented as a single value - - the average pixel value. 
If the test is negative, the group remains unmerged and is 
represented by four distinct pixel values. Subsequently, for 
the next level, groups of 16 pixels are subjected to the test. 
The procedure continues iteratively till merging ~s 
possible. Finally the tree structure and its leaves are 
encoded for transmission. 
For a complete decomposition of a zP x zP image, the tree 
consists of P levels of resolution, namely, levels 1 to P. 
Level 1 (as in Figure 2 (b)) represents the image closest to 
the original where quad blocks are merged depending on the 
spatial redundancy of four neighbouring pixels. Hence, level 
1 has the best image quality (compared with higher levels) but 
the lowest compression ratio. At level 2 the spatial 
redundancy of 4 2 pixel blocks is considered. Here, more 
compression is possible because of the merging of larger pixel 
blocks. In general as the level increases, the computation as 
well as the compression gain increases, but the reproduced 
image fidelity decreases. 
Figure 2 provides an illustration of the 01'0 for an 8x8 
image. In this illustration , we start at the top left hand 
corner of the image and sequentially process adjacent groups 
of 2 x 2 pixels, proceeding from le::t to right in a raste r 
scan fashion. Starting from the top left hand corner of Figu r e 
2 (a), we merge the four pixels (all have a value o f J.) as 
there is no pixel intensity variation. I t is denoted b y a tree 
node ° with a single leaf value of J. (see figure 2 (b)) . 
Similarly for the second group o f four pixels (all hav e a 
value of 2), it is merged and has a tree node of ° with a 
single leaf value of 2. For the third group of pixels, it is 
also merged as the pixel intensity variation is n ot 
significant. The leaf value of 4.5 is obtained by averag ing 
t he four pixel values. The fourth group of pixels are not 
merged as there is Significant pixel intensity variat ion. Thi s 
pixel group is denoted by tree node 1 with four leaf v alues: 
10 ,2 0 ,30,40. After the first iteration we obtain an arra y of 
tree nodes and leaf v a lues (indicated by the subscripts) as 
shown in Figure 2 (b). The process is now repeated on the 4x4 
array in Figure 2 (b), and we obtain the 2 x 2 array in Figure 
2 (c). Repeating the process further on Figure 2 (c) will take 
us to the top of the tree with node 11 . 25 ,7.875,25,25' 
1 1 2 2 3 4 10 20 
1 1 2 2 6 5 40 30 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10 20 10 20 10 20 10 20 
40 30 40 30 40 30 40 30 
10 20 10 20 10 20 10 20 
40 30 40 30 40 30 40 30 
a 
0 , 0, °4..5 1 1G ,20.30.40 
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 
110.20.30,40 11O.2D.3C.40 1 10 .20.30.40 110.20.30,40 
110.20.3Cl,40 110.20.30.40 1 10 .;20.30.4.0 110.20.30.4.0 
b) 
Figure 2 Illust.ration of OTD scheme using an 8 x 8 array of 
pixel values. 
B . PROPOSED MODIFICATI ONS 
I t is observed that the OTD has several limitations. The 
compression gain achieved by encoding the OTD tree and its 
leaves is not substantial (l]. The size of the tree along with 
all the leaves is large, and the tree contains redundancies. 
Al so merging at higher levels using larger pixel groups causes 
blockiness. We therefore propose to improve the performance of 
the QTD scheme with the following modifications. 
The proposed modifications are explained with the help of 
the example considered in the previous sect i on. Figure 3 (a) 
shows an 8 x 8 array of pixel va lues. Level l represen tation 
is obtained by performing the quad tree mergin g with a 
threshold value of 3 (see Figure 3 (b) l. Blocks marked l 
indicate high activity and those marked 0 represent plain 
values. Note that Figures 3 (aJ and 3 (b) are the same as 
Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b) . 
In the modified QTD, once a tree node is marked l, nodes 
in subsequent levels which contain it are not allowed to 
merge. This avoids merging of high activity blocks at higher 
levels and ensures that high activity regions remain intact. 
With this modification, it is now possible to set a low 
threshold value for level l in order to mark out reg ions of 
high activity and retain the image quality. Larger threshold 
values can be set at h igher leve l s to gain compression without 
causing degradation of the reconstructed image. In the 
unmodified OW, a common threshold is for all 
decomposition levels [1]. 
Figure 3 (cl shows the QTD tree at level 2. Note that the 
elements in the second row of the array are not merged whereas 
these elements are merged in the unmodified case as shown in 
Figure 2 (c) . 
The tree and the leaves generated by the basic OTD 
algorithm can be further condensed to improve the compression 
performance. For coding the tree, the only infonnation useful 
is a node value 0 that appears for the first time at the 
highest level . Corresponding Os at lower levels are redundant 
for the image reconstruction process. In Figure 3 (c), the 
node 01.25 is the 0 that is needed to be transmitted . The 
corresponding four Os in the top left corner of Figure 3 (b) 
{marked by an + in the superscript} need not be transmitted as 
the node 01.25 in Figure 3 (c) effectively represents them, 
thereby reducing the tree size. 
For coding the leaves, all the l eaf values that 
correspond to a 1 in the tree are redundant except those 
belonging to tree level 1 as in Figure 3 (b) . All the leaf 
values corresponding to the IS in Figure 3 (c) are redundant 
(marked by an + in the subscript). Only the leaves in Figure 
3 (b) belonging to level 1 of the decomposition are used to 
reconstruct the original pixel intensities. The r edundant leaf 
values at higher levels need not be transmitted which further 
improves the compression . 
Figures 4 and 5 shaw the graphs of the compression gains 
and absolute error versus the different QTD levels and the 
threshold settings, respectively. These graphs are obtained 
from the QTD runs (about 100) with various images - - - peppers, 
baboon, airplane etc . It is noted that the reconstructed image 
fidelity is acceptable by visual inspection as long as the 
total absolute error does not exceed 105 . The total absolute 
error is defined as fallows: 
where Xij and Yij represent the pixel values of the original 
and reconstructed images, respec tively. Beyond that, 
significant blockiness and blurring of images are observed. 
Based an this observation, from Figure 4 (a), the maximum 
resolution level required can be determined to be level 2 in 
order that the absolute error is less than 10 5 . From Figure 
4 (b), for a resolution level of 2, we obtain a compression 
gain of 10. In turn, to achieve a compression gain of 10, 
from Figure 5 (a), the threshold setting is between 20 and 2 5 . 
These plots indicate that no significant gain is achieved by 
performing QTD at higher l evels, such as frorr, level 4 to level 
9. In general, the decomposition can stop at level 2 because 
additional decomposition does not improve the quality nor the 
compression gain; besides, the decomposition at higher levels 
means larger corrputational time. It is also noted that the 
compression gain achieved by the OTD methodology, withstanding 
reasonable reconstruction quali ty, is not substantial. 
I.) 
I 0', 0', Ou 1~. 
0', 0', 0, 0, 
l,'UU),CI 1,......,.,.., 1~. I, ............. 
l,o.lD.'O.<O 1, ... _ .. 1~. I,....,.".. .. 
Ib) 
!::= I':'"'" _~ 
1o) 
Figure 3 Improvements to Quad Tree Algorithm. '" represents 
redundant tree and leaves. ** indicates that these nodes do 
not merge as the corresponding tree nodes in the previous 
level having a node value 1. 
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Figure 5 CompcesBion Ga in (eG) aud TotCll Abaolute Error (E) 
Viii Threlilhold Settings ( th) 
The QTD segments an i mage into it s regions o~ l ow a:1d 
high activities. It perfo:nns this segmenlation adaptively on 
any type of i mage . This information is useful J.n the 
classification of an image's rtctivity . If the m.:mber of tree 
nodes :ndrkeu 1 is 3ubstantial, ~ he image has a h igher aclivily 
t.:ompared to an image with fewer tree nodes lnarkeu 1 . Based cn 
this, it is sufficie:1t to gauge if the i mage is of hiyh 
aCl i viLy type or not at level 1 withoul performing the 
camp ] ete Q1':J. 
The QTD's performance depend3 mainly on two par<.uneters; 
the selec t.io:1 of t. he desired l evel o f the tree st.::"ucture a:1d 
the threshold s etting for the homogeneir_y test. To improve the 
performance, for each reso l u t ion level, an opt.imuITl threshcld 
can be assigned instead of an ove:-a l 1 threshold va l ue for al l 
levels. 
1. Threshold Setting 
'rhe threc;hold sett.ing determines the image quality. The 
threshold selection at lower leve l s is critical i. n order to 
aSt.:ertdin the qualit.y of the reco:1structed image. There is :10 
need to f i x a common thre~;ho l d fer all leve l s a pr i ori. For 
optimu:n performance a more stringent. (small) thresho l d i s set 
for l evel 1 , and the threshold values at higher l evels are set 
higher to gain compression '.."it hout compromising on qc.ality. 
The thresho l d va l ues at lower levels infl u ence the quality of 
':he reproduced image by marking out and protecting (refer to 
the modication mentioned above) the high activity regions. 
To determi.ne a thres ho l d value, two approaches can be 
adopted. One way is by USHJg the histog!:am of the p i xel 
differences and setting the percen~_ age of pi.xels to be merged. 
This is done by selecting the t!lr eshold value such t.hat it 
12 
divides t.he histogram into a desired pixel population to be 
merged and a pixel pop~\lat ior1 to be protected. Figure 6 shows 
the threshold selection by histogram appt:oach. The aection of 
the histogram to the left hand s i de of the threshold setting 
is' merged (compressed). The pixel population to the right. 
hand side is retained as high activity components. 1'I s the 
threshold setting increases (moves to the right) , more pixel 
blocks merge giving higher compression gain , but the q uality 
of the reproduced image is poor . 
Another way is by sett ing a limit · on the .e rror v al u e 
e.g . , the absolute total error to lJe less than 105 (see 
Figures 4 and 5) The threshold set.ting is s elected such that 
the error does not exceed the preassigned value for an 
a cceptable image '1"ali.t:y. 
Figure 6 Threshold selection by histog ram approach. 
13 
14 
III. IMAGE COMPRESSION USING LAYERED APPROACH 
PROPOSED QTD SCHEME 
From Chapter II, it is shown that OTD has l imited 
compression gain. Withstanding reasonable image fidelity. the 
maximum compression gain for resolution level 1 with a large 
threshold value tends toward 4. With higher decomposi tion 
levels included, the compression gain hardly exceeds 10 
without substantial degradation in the reconstructed image . 
Hence, there is a need to improve the compression performance . 
As we have seen from Chapter II, Q'ID has the inherent 
capability to decompose any image into regions of high and low 
activity. The tree information maps out the respective areas 
of activity; therefore, we could use this information 
perform the DCT coding of the decomposed image sequences to 
gain further compression . 
It is also observed from Chapter II that for any image 
with any threshold value, decomposition at level 1 always 
provides a visua l ly acceptable reconstruction of the original 
image. To take the extreme case, by setting a very large 
threshold setting, we obtain an image that is averaged over 
quad pixel blocks. This is because with a very large threshold 
setting the homogeneity test is al ways positive. This causes 
all quad blocks to merge , and each block is represented by its 
average value . It is known that such an image provides a 
coarse replica of the original image [3] . Let us call the 
image so obtained the base image. This is advantagous not only 
for its simple computation (averaging blocks of 4 pixel s) with 
an immediate compression gain of 4, but also for the reduction 
of the image si z e for subsequent processing. Given an image of 
size 512 x 512 pixels, the size of the base image is 256 x 
256. 
Based on the base image's quad tree structure which 
indicates its activity, we perform the DCT on the base image 
15 
to achieve further compression. Figure 7 (a) shows a base image 
of size a x 8 pixels, which is assumed to have been derived 
from an image of size 16 x 16 pixels. The QTD of the base 
image in Figure 7 (a) provides the quad tree activity 
information of the base image as shown in Figure 7 (b) . Groups 
of 2 x 2 pixels with little variation are merged and denoted 
by a 0; otherwise, the tree value is 1 with no merging. By 
summing all the tree node values in Figure 7 (b), we estimate 
the degree of activity of the base image. In this case, we 
obtain a value of 9. We call this value the activity number. 
We now perform OCT coding of the base image. The range of 
the activity number for the example in Figure 7 is from 1 to 
16. We divide the range into 3 categories; 1 to 5, 6 to 11, 
and 12 to 16. corresponding to each activity number category, 
we assign a bit allocation mask: low (activity number 1 to 5) I 
medium (activity number 6 to 11), and high (activity number 12 
to 16). The b it allocation mask perfonns both the OCT 
coefficient truncation and the allocation of qauntization 
level per DCT coefficient. 
A high valued bit allocation mask retains a large 
percentage of the nCT coefficients of the t ransformed base 
image . Conversely a low valued bit allocation mask retains 
only a few of the OCT coefficients by masking out many of 
them. For the retained nCT coefficients, variable bit 
allocation is performed by assigning more bits to the low 
frequency coefficients. Figure 8 shows representative bit 
allocation masks. Bit allocation masks for OCT coefficient 
truncation and bit quantiZation are well known [4) . 
I n Figure 7 (b), we have an activity value of 9 which 
corresponds to a medium valued bit allocation mask shown in 
Figure 8{b). Correpondingly, for a high tree activity, e.g., 
an activity number of 16, the scheme assigns a high valued bit 
allocation mask (see Figure B (c)) with less DCT coefficient 
truncat ion and more bit assignment. 
l6 
Extending t.he above scheme to an image of size 512 x 512 
pixels, a base image of size 256 x 256 pixels is obtained. The 
base image is then segmented into 8 x 8 pixel blocks, and the 
OCT is performed on each block. The DCT coefficients are 
truncated and quanti zed based on t.he activity ownber which 
allows further compression of the base image. 
It is important to realize that the threshold val ue 
indirectly determines the overall DCT coefficient truncatio n 
and total bit expenditure. The threshold setting for the bas e 
i:nage at level 1 (as described in chapter II. it suffices to 
decompose at level 1 to gauge the image activity) is selected 
such that at least half the image pixel population is merged 
(see Figure 6). That is to say, the tree has as many ~s as 
there are Os. By setting a higher threshold value there is 
increased merging of pixel blocks, and the tree has more Os 
than Is indicating that the image is plain. This leads to 
larger compress ion gains with the low valued bit allocat ion 
mask assigned. This results in fewer retained DCT coefficients 
a nd a lower bit expenditure. On the other hand, with a low 
threshold value, there is less merging of pixel block s, and 
the tree contains l ots of ~s indicating a high activity image, 
which in turn requires more retained nCT coefficients with a 
higher bit expenditure. This produces a better quality image 
upon reconstruction but with increased bandwidth. 
To increase the co:nputational speed as well as the 
compression gain, instead of using 2 x 2 pixel blocks 
advocated by QTD, we have used 3 x 3 pixel blocks in the rest 
of the thesis. However , in the event of merging a block, the 
center pixel in the block is used to respresent the 3 x 3 
pixel block instead of computing the average pixel value. This 
reduces the computational requirement. Correspondingly, the 
DCT block size is 9 x 9 instead of 8 x 8. For notational sake, 
we refer to the scheme using 3 x 3 pixel blocks as nona tree 
decomposition {NTD) . 
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(a : Balis mage of siz6 8"8 p xele 
(b): Quad Tree Activity Inforlllation 
Figure 7 The base image and its OTD activity information. 
a : Low Va usa B t A~~ocat on MaSk. 
Figure 8 Low, Medium, and High Valued Bit Allocation Masks 
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8 7 , 5 4 0 0 0 
7 , 5 4 0 0 0 0 
, 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 
5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b Me dium Valued B1 t Allocation Ma p 
8 7 , 5 4 3 2 1 
7 , 5 4 3 2 1 0 
, 5 4 3 2 1 0 0 
5 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 
4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 
3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c gh Va l ued Bit Allocation Map_ 
Figure 8 (continued) Low. Medium, and High Valued Bit 
Allocation Masks 
I MAGE LAYERING 
In thi~ section a scheme is proposed whereby the original 
i:nage is decomposed into several layers . This is t.o resolve 
the packet loss problem due to traf f ic congestion over the 
network. A fi"!:·st. l ayeT consisting of a base image contains the 
core of t.he ima g e . AdditiO!1a l layers incrementally improve tf1.e 
qua l ity of the recems t ructed i.mage . A t.hree layer scheme is 
desc!:"ibed here for realt. i me transmission of image data over 
packet switched networks . 
1 . Region of Interest 
1'0 achieve further compression gains, a Region of 
Interest (ROT: approach is implement.ed . This is based em the 
premise t.hat. the mi ddle porlion of an image has h i gher 
interest for the viewer. Thus the hit allocation mask for the 
boundary reglons is always desi g nat.ed a lov.'e!:" valued ma.sk 
!:"egard l ess of its activity level . By doing so , thc 
compre ssion gain of the base image is f u !:"th er enha n ced with::.l"c.l t 
degrading t.he middl e portion of the image. 
2. Layers 
The base image obta i ned by the above scheme IN'I'D+DCT+ROIj 
p!:"ovides an acceptable replica of the original image. The base 
i mage i s designat.ed as the first layer . In t.he even t of 
severe traf~ic con gest i o n in the t.ransmission cha!1nel . on l y 
tr.e base image is t ransmitted. T:le compression ro.lio achieved 
using tJ"1.e combination of NTD, OCT and ROI is 0!1 the order of 
6 0 : 1, v.·J"1. ich means that the bandwidth TequiTed for transmitting 
the base image is 1 /60' ~ of that. req·c.lired for the original 
lrr.aqe . Subsequent " l ayers " of the image are added to the base 
ima ge t o enho.nce the quaIi'::.y of the reconstructed image. T;,e 
geneyat ion of subseque n t laye rs is explained in the following. 
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An error ima g e is formed by substracting the base image 
f r om t he or i ginal image. Fo!" this purpose. t.he bas e i mage is 
rec:::mst ruct.ed (at. tile encoder) i n order to comp u t. e t he erro!:' 
image . '1'0 a vold t.he sign probl em , t.he error image is offset by 
it;; mi nimum value to provide pos i t.ive gray scale values. 
The error image is then segmented into its middl e region 
and b o undary reg10n . The middle reg i on is designat.ed to be 
layer 2. and t.he bou ndary region laye r 3. S i milar to t.he base 
image, the offset error iITh'lge is DCT coded. However , t.his 
t.ime . onl y the high valued bit. allocat.ion mask is used to 
approximate a lossles;; compression scenario. Thi;; is t.o ensure 
good qualit.y for the r eco nst.ructed image . The OCT block size 
used is 2, x 27 inst.ead of 9 x 9 fo: improved compression and 
comput.at.iona l s peed [4J. Figure 9 ill ustrat.es the image 
l ayeral concept . Hav i ng decomposed t.he image into its layers. 
t.he da ta packets are transmitted l ayer af ter layer start i ng 
.... ·it.h the base image (layer 1), fol18wed by layer 2 (error 
image ' s middle region), and l ayer 3 (erro r i mage' s boundary 
rEgloni . L-J BASE IMAGE _ ~'AYER BOUNDARY • 3 rd LAYER 
(a) (b) 
3 ru LAYER \ 2 nd LAYER \ 
Pa c ket data stream 
Pigure 9 Definition and transmission of t h e layers of an 
lmage. 
The scheme presented in the previous sections is now 
lested on real image::; using a combi nation of NTD 1·6th OCT and 
ROI. .~ 3-Jayer approach is implemented. 'rhe scheIEe is 
i mp l emen t ed in !-la tlab; the Mat l ab code is included in the 
Appendix. 
Init.ially the first layer (buse image) of a test irr.age is 
transrr,it~.ed as shown in Figure 9 (a ). Thjs provi des a coarse 
rep l ica of the original image. Subsequenlly, the second layer 
:middle region of the error image] as depicted in Figu::::-e 9 (b ) 
is transmi tted i'lnd added onto the base image. Last ly, 
provided more handwidth is avai l ab l e. the third layer 
(boundary region of the er!:"or image) i s t ransmitted to enhance 
tr.e reconst.::-ucted image . Upon congestion in the t ransmission 
channe l , ut uny poin t in time , the stream of packets belonging 
to layers 2 and 3 could be dropped with only the base image 
being sent. Though the image at t he receiver suffers 
degradation, the effect i s gt"aceful. 
F i gure 10 shows the orlginal image of size 512 x 5 12. 
Figure 11 shows the reconstructed hase image a~. t he receiver 
end, i.e. on l y luyer 1 i s transmitted. Fot" this cuse the 
compression gain achieved in Fi gure 11 j s 60 : 1 . The 
compt"ession gai n is defined as the ratio hetween the number of 
bits in the original image and the number bits required to 
reconstruct t.he image from t he OCT coefficients transmilted. 
For the various test i mages used in thi s study (peppers. 
airplane, baboon etc.), the compression qain computed ranges 
from 58 La 61 . We have chosen 60 to ;:,e che typical compression 
ga i.n fat" a base image. 
F i gure 12 shows Lhe er-ror i mage (scaled in magnitude by 
10 fer preser:tat i on purposes). 'This consti c utes layers 2 and 
3 as defi.ned earl i er . Figure 13 shows Lhe recons t ructed image 
a L the receiver end with all three layers successfully 
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Figure 1.0 Original Image: Bit rate is 2.1 Mb/frame. 
23 
Figure 11 Reconstructed Base Image: The compression gain is 
60: 1. Bit rate is 35Kb/fraJlle. The MSE is 98 units. 
24 
Figure 12 Error Image (magnitude scaled by a factor of 10) 
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Figure 13 Reconstructed Image from Base Image and the Error 
Image. The compression gain is 20. The bit rate is 
105Kh/frame. The MSE is 54 units. 
received, i. e., the base image, the middl e region of the e:::-ror 
image and the boundary region of the er:::-or image. For the 
various test images, the co:npression gains of their error 
images ranged fro:n 28 to 32. We have chosen 30 to be the 
typical co:npression gain for an error image. Consequently, the 
overall compression gain achieved for the base image (layer 1 
with a compression gain of 60: 1) and the e:::-ror irnage (layers 
2 and 3 with a compression gain of 30:1 together) is 20:1. 
Figure 14 shows the reconstructed image at the receiver 
end using all the layers of the transmitted image. However, in 
this case, the error image is coded in a quasi-Iossless 
fashion wit h high valued bit a llocation masks for the entire 
error image. 
Figure 15 shows the scenario whereby the 3rd layer packet 
stream is to be d:::.-opped off due t o traffic congestion. In 
Figure 16 the resu l tant "survived" image is shown. Notice that 
the middle :::-egion maintains its image quality. Also the 
degradation of the reconstructed image in Figu:::-e 16 occurs in 
a graceful marlier. 
To provide a quantitative measurement for the quality of 
the reconstructed image, the mean square error (MSE) (bet ween 
the o:::-iginal and the reconstructed images) has been used. The 
MSE is defined as 
where Xij and Yij are pixel values of the origina l and 
reconstructed images of size 512 x 512, repect i vely. 
For the images analyzed, we have obtained the compression 
gains and corresponding MSE val ues for the reconstructed 
images as shown in Table 1. The subjective quality for these 
images can be perceived from Figures 10 to 1 6. 
Figure 14 Reconstructed image from base image and quasi 
~oss~ess error image. The compression gain is 16. Xhe bit rate 
is ~30kb/frame. Xbe MSE is 34 units. 
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50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Figure 15 Congestion during the 3rd layer transmission. 
Shaded portion indicates the affected area of layer 3. (The 
resultant image is shown in Figure 16). 
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Figure 16 "Survived Image" with degraded boundary region. 
Reconstructed image uses only layers 1 and 2. The compression 
gain is 20. The MSE is 54 units. 
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COMPRSSSED IMAGES COMPRESSION GAIN 
BASE I tA.AGE 60 
BASE Ito'f.AGE .;- 30 
LAYERS 2 & 3 
BASE IMAGE WITH 20 
IMPROVED LAYER 2 
BASE IMAGE .;- 1.6 
QUASI -LOSSLESS ERROR 
IfJlAGE 





Table ).: compression gains and MSE values of the 
reconstructed images. 
From Table 1 , it can be seen that as more layers 
transmitted, the reconstructed image quality improves 
incrementally. The MSE measurements range from 98 units to ).0 
uni ts corresponding to a reconstruction of a coarse image to 
a gtiasi -lossless image, respectively. 
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D. A SCHEME TO REDUCE THE EFFECTS OF PACKET LOSS 
Here a scheme is presented that reduces the effects of 
packet loss on the reconstructed image quality. Packets 
containing image data can be lost due to delays in routing and 
queueing. Packet loss can also occur due to excessive channel 
noise. Real - time transmission of image data may preclude 
retransmission of lost packets _ In this discussion the packet 
loss is assumed to be due to burst errors _ Figure J.. 7 shows an 
image subj ected to burst errors causing a large re'ctangular 
patch on the image . For the purpose of presentation, we 
simulated the burst errors by masking out the DCT b locks of 
the base image i n the region where the patch occurs (layer 1) . 
To cope with such bursty errors, we propose to scramble 
the data packets before transmission in a pseudo-random 
manner. The idea is to make use of the fact that the error is 
correlated in the temporal domain [5J; deliberate jamming of 
the transmission channel is one source of such temporally 
correlated errors. 
The scheme is explained with the help of an example as 
shown in Figure l8; each box in the figure corresponds to a 
DCT coded data block in a given image layer . The boxes are 
marked in a spiral sequence. For transmission, a sequence of 
four blocks marked J..6 are transmitted first, followed by 
J..5,l4, ... etc. In the event where a series of packets is l ost, 
the error i s distributed over the entire image instead of 
being localized in a specified region. In Figure l7, the case 
of a normal non-interleaved transmission is shown with channel 
burst errors of l28 bytes (lK bits) in a row. Notice that the 
patchy effect of the burst errors is spatially concentrated. 
In Figure 19, the case of a spiral interleaved transmission is 
shown. This time with the interleaving, the patchy effect of 
the burst errors is "spread out", and their visual effect on 
the image quality is minimized_ 
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50 100 150 200 
Figure 17 Burst Error of 1.28 bytes: Non Spiral :Image 
transmission and reconstruction. 
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, 2 3 4 5 6 7 , JI 
7 8 9 '0 H '2 • 2 I 
6 '2 B H '5 B 9 3 
5 11 '5 '6 H H '0 • 
• '0 H H H 
" 
11 , 
3 9 13 15 ,. 13 12 6 
2 • 12 H 10 9 • 7 
, 7 6 , • 3 2 1 
(a) Spiral interleavi ng before packet transmission 
4 ..•. • . 13 14 15 16 ------> 
(b) Packet data stream 
Figure 1.8 Spiral interleavi.ng to minimi.ze the e££ecta of 
burst errors. 
Figure 19 Burst Error o f 128 bytes: Spiral Imag e transmission 
and reconstruction. 
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The layer concept is a viable method for real- time 
tra!1smissio!1 of image data over a packet switched network [3J. 
The reconstructed image quality builds up gradually. 
CO!lversely in the event of packet loss, the reco!1structed 
image degrades in a rather graceful manner. The spiral 
interleaving provides a means to conceal the patchy effect of 
burst errors. The overall compression gain of the proposed 
scheme is limited by the corr..pression of the error image. As 
the error image does not possess spatial neighborhood 
redundancy as in a natural image, the QTD or the NTD 
rr..ethodology is not very effective. A more efficient way to 
compress the error image has to be investigated to achieve 
higher compression gains. 
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IV. FULL MOTION VIDEO 
For full motion video transmission, a sequence of image 
frames are transmitted consecutivel y. In the previous chapters 
we have only considered the transmission of a still image 
frame. Thi s chapter looks into the application of the proposed 
scheme for full motion video. The objective is to allow 
transmission of ful l motion video over a packet switched 
network such that the received video has graceful degradation 
and error concealment capabilities. The chapter presents an 
extension of the layered image transmission scheme to full 
motion video. The discussion is conceptual in nature, and no 
results are presented to support it. :i'urther investigation is 
necessary before testing the scheme on real video sequences. 
Nevertheless, the estimated compression gains are realistic 
which makes the proposed scheme attractive for application to 
full motion video . 
A . A LAYERED APPROACH FOR VIDEO COMPRESSION 
The normal frame rate for video transmission is 30 frames 
per second. By taking the human psycho-visual characteristics 
into account, the frame rate can be reduced from 30 frame per 
second t o 15 frame per second without significant degradation 
in perception [5J . In the proposed compression scheme for full 
mot ion video , the frame rate suggested is 15 frames per 
second. The still image layered approach presented in Chapter 
3 can then be applied to a sequence of image frames 
transmitted at the reduced rate. 
The compression of the video sequences exploits the fact 
that consecutive frames are correlated. To achieve enhanced 
compression gain, we consider pairs of consecutive frames for 
compression. The first frame of the pair is processed as if it 
were a still image . The three l ayers of the frame are 
computed, encoded, and transmitted . 
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The second frame is processed slightly differently to 
reduce processing, and gain compression. The base image i s not 
computed for the second frame, instead the base image of the 
first frame is used to compute the error image, which is 
encoded for transmission. The error image of the second frame 
is now computed as the difference between the original second 
frame and the reconstructed base frame of the first image. 
This is to exploit the fact that consecutive frames are 
corelated. As a result only the base image of the first frame 
needs to be computed and transmitted. This is similar to 
applying DPCM between consecutive frames. The above 
compression scheme is repeated for frames 3 and 4, 5 and 6 
etc. The error image is then segmented into two layers; a 
middle region and a boundary region. After which the layers 
are interleaved and transmitted in the same fashion as 
proposed in the still image case. 
B. COMPRESSION GAIN ACHIEVEABLE 
We now compute the achieveable compression gain for the 
proposed scheme for video transmission. To s tart with we 
compute the required bandwidth for a standard 30 frames per 
second full motion video with no compression. Consider an 
image frame of size 512 x 512 pixels with 8 bit quantization, 
and a frame rate of 30 frames per second. The bandwidth 
required for this case is 63 Mb/s. 
In the proposed scheme for video, the frame rate is 15 
frames per second, and two consecutive frames are processed as 
a pair. The bit rate calculations are different for each of 
the two frames. Using the layered compression scheme discussed 
in Chapter 3 to process the first frarr.e, the total number of 
bits required is 105 kb/frame (20: 1 compression gain). For the 
second frame, only t he error image is transmitted (30:1 
compression gain). The total number of bits required for the 
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seccEd frcllne is 70 kb/fri'lrne. The to t. al number of bits per 
:rame pair then 1 75 kb. The bit rate f or v i deo 
transmiss i on, Fl., i s given by 
R = 17 :; kb/:r.ame-pair. x 15 /2 fr.ames/second =. 1 . 31lli/",. 
The compression gajn achievable for full mction v ideo 
u sing a frame rd.t: e o f 15 f rames per. second and t.!"le layered 
fr ame ;Ja i r processing app~cach is 48:1 . Additional gain in 
compression i s p8ss ible by 'Jsing a post e ntropy coder, such as 
a Huffman or an ar i th.'Tlet.ic cocier , prior to t ransmission. The 
proposed sC;lerne can be considered [er rea l time transmission of 
video pa:..:ket s;,,' i tched networks . has the 
cha r acteris tics o( gracef u l degradat i on when tri)ffic 
conges t ion o ccurs on the ne t work and errer c onceall':lent when 
t:"1e v i deo sequence is subj ected to tempo ra lly correlated burst 




In this thesis a scheme is proposed for still image 
compression for real -t ime transmission over a packet switched 
r:etwork. A layered image compression scheme based on the quad 
tree decomposition technique (QTD) has been deve loped. The 
image is decomposed into three layers where layers are added 
to a base image to incremental l y improve the quality of the 
recontructed image. 
The basic QTD alogri thm has been shown to have certain 
limitations. A modified quad tree algorith..-n that overcomes 
these limitations has been proposed which improves the 
compression performance. This is accomplished by pruning the 
QTD tree and its leaves. The modified version allows variable 
threshold values to be set at different decomposition levels. 
Two methods of determining the threshold setting are 
presented: a histogram approach and an absolute error limit 
approach. 
To achieve further gains in compression, a DCT algorithm 
with an adaptive bit allocation method and a region of 
interest methodology have been incorporated into the QTD . 
Finally we extended the quad tree to a nona tree whereby pixel 
blocks of size 3 x 3 are processed instead of :2 x :2. 
The layered scheme is tested on real images using a 
combination of nona tree decomposition, DCT and ROI. Results 
of the reconstructed images of different cases are presented 
to provide a visual subjective perception of the proposed 
scheme . Also the mean square error values are provided as 
quantitative measures of the reconstructed images. Depending 
on the number of layers transmitted, the compression gains 
range from 60 : ~ to 16: 1, providing gradual improvement in the 
quality of the recontructed image at the receiving end. 
We have also incorporated within the compression scheme 
an interleaving methodology to minimize the effects of burst 
errors or channel errors on the reconstructed image . With 
interleaving, the patchy effect of the burst errors is "spread 
out", and their visual effect on the image quality is 
minimized. In summary, It is shown that the proposed scheme 
exhibits graceful degradation of the reconstructed image and 
some error tolerant capabilities. 
The still image compression scheme can be extended to the 
case of video transmission at a reduced 15 frames per second 
rate. Ex;>loiting the interframe redundancy between two 
consecutive images, we can reduce the bandwidth requirement by 
sending the base image for a lternat ive frames. The base image 
of the first frame is used to compute the error image of the 
second frame. Only the error image of the second frame needs 
to be transmitted which further improves the compression gain 
and the computational speed. 
The proposed scheme constitutes a variable rate codec 
which has applicat i ons in HDTV and video conferencing. 
Additionally, applications can be found in video imagery 
archivals for security systems or hospitals and quick browse 
and ret rival systems for hospitals or C3I centers. Reduced 
bandwidth video transmission and imagery downlinks from 
satellites, surveillance aircraft, and unmanned aerial 
vehicles are the other possible application areas. 
Further work can be directed on two fronts. First, the 
overall compression gain of the proposed scheme is limited by 
the compression of the error image. Given a better scheme to 
compress the error image, the perfonnance could be further 
enhanced. Second, entropy coders, such as modified Huffman or 






\comp:r-e ss .m;to crea.te base image ar:d error image \-
\-image: baborg5 13 ;baboon . mat;babbase;baberrimag; :0-
\-print; baborgprt ;babbaseprt;babdct18 .. 
Un .m" fn9thres;fnant;£ncom9; \ 




,"513 by 513 original image 
\- load peppers; 
load baboon; 
pos_l.magezx; 











\-creation of a veJ:age by 9 pixel 
\\-H\-\\U"''I;'U\UH\\U\UU\\\\ 
for k .. l:s z!3 
fox- 1,,1:5:/3 
~~~ ~:i:; 
blk (j ,m) .. pes image (), (k - l) +j, 3 ~ (l-1) ..-m) ; 
end -
end 




\-computation of tree to gauge activity 
nnu\-\-\-\-u\-\-\-\-\-\-\-'a\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\ 




e rr (j ,m) .. abs (erravg (3- (k-1) .. j. 3~ (1-1) +m) -erravg (3" (k.-1) +2 , 3 " (l-1) + 2») ; 
end 
maxerrmll'laX (max (err) ) ; 
errv", [errv maxerrl ; 
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%e34= [e34 fn9thre s (4 ,maxer::, til; 
\-e36", [e36 fn9thres (6,maxerr, til; 
\-e38 = [e38 fn9thres(8,maxerr,tll; 
\-e310= [e310 fn9thr es (lO,maxerr, t) 1 ; 
\-e312 _ [e3:12 fn9thres (12 ,maxerr, t)] . 
\-e3H.~ (e314 fn9thres (14 ,maxerr. tl ] ; 
\e316= [e316 fn9thres (16 ,maxerr, t)] ; 
e31B= [e31B fn9thres (IS ,maxerr, t) ] ; 
t=t .. l; 
H\- '1ranHtnnHnanUHH 
\-plail"'.r..ess of irr.age histogram 
'lrH'lr H %% \- %\-H%\-\t %t\ \-%H \- %\- \-\ 
hist (errv, x) 
pause 
prir.t erravg9ps 
blks:z. .. 9, 
a9cmt .. fn=t (blk$zl; 
% load a9base i mage; 
\-load baborg513; 
% IcomO, !errO] =fnc0rn9 (O,e30,blksz ,a.9eno::, erravg, a9base_image, ba.:.org513) ; 
'Ir [com2, :Eerr2] .fnc0m9 (2 ,e32,blksz,a9cmt, e rravg, a9base image,baborg5131; 
: i~~~:;:~~:l :~~~= ~~::~~:~i~:~::~:;::~~:~~::;:::=t=~::~~~~~~l ~ 
% [cornS, ferrB] .. fr.COIr,9 (10, e3B,blksz, a9cnt, erravg, a9base=image, baborg513) , 
\- [cornl0, ferr10] _fncom9 (1O,e310,blksz , a!icmt,erravg,aSbase_image,baborg513: ; 
\- (corn12, ferr12] .f:lccm9 (12,e312 ,blksz, Il9cnt, erravg ,a.9base_i.'TIage,baborg513) ; 
\- [com14, ferr141 _ fnc0m9 (14 ,e314,blksz,a.9cmt, erravg,a.9base_i:na.ge,baborg513) ; 
\- [c=16, ferrJ.6 ] .fncom9 (16,e316,blksz,a.9CI1lt. erravg,a9base_i.T.age,baborgS13) ; 
[com1S, a9base_imageJ ,.fncorn9 (18, e318 ,hIksz. a9=t, erravg) ; 
err_base9=su.-n(surr.( (baborg513-a9base_lmage). ~2) ) 
mse_ba se9 .. err_base9/ (513~2) 
a90rg513p",):;aborgS13 ; 
SaVe a 90rg513p; \- baboon org image 
:!~~ra~:~~:1~;~~~9;1~:S:~:~~:~e 
a9base_imagepd.9base_ image; 
save a9base_O-magep; \- ba:ooon base_image 
\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\H\\\U\\\\\\\\\\\\ 




load age:::-r_ imagep; 
i~:~ :~~~~~l~;~gep; 
prr,ap ,," 'grayl2S6) • 
colomlap IpmapJ 
axis equal 






irr.age (pas i:nage) 
pause -
onat_fncmt (27) ; 
dim .. S13!19 "" 3) ; 













0 ) ; 
[masklc :t'.i1sk1u z eros (9); 
m", sk1d zeros(9) z eros(9); 
zercs(9) zeros(9) " eros(9) ) ; 









mask22 .. [maska zeros (9) zeros (9) ; 
zeros (9) zeros(9) zeros (9); 
zeros(9) zeros(9) zeros(9)]; 
l:las~~ [l 1 1 0 0 0 000; 
11 v 0 0 0 000; 
100000000; 
o COO 0 0 0 0 0; 
000000000; 
COO 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
000000000; 
COOO 0 0 000; 
000000000]; 
ma.skb~[ma.skh zeros(9) zer os (9) ; 
zeros (9) zeros (9) zeros(9); 
zeros(9) zeros(9 ) zeros(9) ]; 
=tb~O; =t1,,0 ;cnt2 _ 0 ;cnt4 .. 0 ;cnt3.0; 
~;~s~:~7~IIT. 
for 1,,1 :dil:l 
for j =l :27 
for m=1:27 
~;_~ (j ,m) "pos_image (bl ksz"(k- l ) +j, blksz'- (l-l) _m) ; 
(b· .. ) & (k<16) & (1)4) & (1<16) 
mask c mask11; 
cnt1 .. cn'::1+1; 
\-mask=IT.ask2 2 ; 
'tmask .maskb ; 
::~~;,::~~~ (27); 
'::clco:: .. (cmat'-blk"cmat') ,"mask; 
dc'::cocf .. [dctcoef tdco::]; 
errinvCrfninvc9(blksz, c:nat, dctcoef. 513) ; 
dct err .a9base _ ima gep.;.cff seo:: +errinvc ; 
i rnage (dcterr) 
paus e 




\-p rint pzonal 
\- pri::lt pquasi 
com_rat io~ :8 * (5 1 3- 2) I / ((c::ltl"23~ 1 ~ (cr.t2 '- 120)) 
final err :sum( s um( (a90rgS13p·dcterrl. -2 )) 




\- Functions \ 
H U\-\-\-U -\\U 
function rei!Mgd_fninvc9 (bIlesz, cma.t, dctcoef ,bsz) 
invc_ [] ; slap ~ [] ; invcc= [] ;blle~ [] ;11_0 ;mod.O ;t .. O; 
reimagd=zeros (bsz); 
dim:171/9; 
for 1=1: dim*dim 
for j.l :bllesz 
for m.l :bllesz 








reimagd (l+blksz*t: (t+l) "'blksz, l+blksz* (mod-I) :mod*blksz) .croat' *blk*cmat; 
end 
ond 
function reimage_ fnreimag9 (tree, leafval) 









for jj .. l:3 




function [e3 1 =fn9thres (thres hald,maxerr, t) 
if maxerro-thres hold -
:~:!; -
:~~O; 
\\ \ \ U-u ·\t\-\-\-u\-\-'tn\- \-\- \-\- \-\-\- \- \-'l: 'l:u\- \-t'l:\-'l:\-\-\-\-
fu."1.ctian [c].fncmt (blksz) 
for k .. l:bllesz 
for 1 . I:bl ksz 
if (k _ _ l) 
c (k, 1) Kblksz'" ( - 0 .5); 
48 
else 




function (coffi_ratic,a9bas"_imageJ ",fncom9 (no, errtree. blksz, a9=.t, erra'llg) 
[errdctcoef. cntb, cntl, cntl. cnt), ent4) =fndct9 (no, errtree, blksz, a9cmt, erra 
.... g) ; 
errinvc=fninvc9 (blksz, a9cmt. errdctcoef, 171) ; 
cern ratio= (S " (513 A 2)) I ( (cntb~O) + (=tl*120) + (ont2*98) + (cnt 3*80) + (cnt4*40)) 
new3 _ zeros( 1 11) ; 
new3 =new3 ( : ) , 
errinvc=errinvc' ; 
leafva1 5errinvc (:) , ; 









£unctio!'l [dctcoef, cntb, cntl, c!'lt2, ent3. cnt4j .. fndct9 (no, tree, blksz, cmat,qim 
age) 
dctcoef= [] ;blle_ I] ;mtree = [] ;act" []; 




,.. 6" 5 4 3 210 
'" S.; 3 2 100 
'" 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 
, 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 
'" 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
'" 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 










mask2: [1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0; 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0; 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0; 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 




% [8 7 6 5 4 3 0 0 0; 
\" 7 6 5 4 3 0 0 0 0; 
% 6 5 4 :> 0 a 0 0 0; 
\" 5 43000000; 
\" 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 a 0; 
\-:> a a 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\" a a 0 000000; 
\" a 0 0 0000 a 0; 
t OOO 0 0 0 000] 
\"98 bits/blk; 
mask3 . [1 1 1 1 1 0 0 a 0; 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 a, 
1 1 1 0 0 0 a a 0; 
110000000; 
1 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 0; 
000000 a a 0; 
a a a 0 0 0 0 a 0; 
a 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0; 
00000 a 0 a 0]; 
\" [8 7 6 5 4 a 0 0 0; 
\" 7 6 5 4 0 0 000; 
\" 6 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\- 5 400 a 0 000; 
\- 4 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\- 000000000; 
\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
tOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] 
\BO bits/blk; 
lII<'-6'k4 ~ !1 1 1 0 0 0 0 a 0; 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
100000000; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
000000000; 
0000000 0 0; 
000000000; 
000000000; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OJ; 
\- !S 7 6 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\- 7 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\- 6 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0; 
\- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
\" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] 
50 
\- 40 bits/bIk; 




for j =1:9 
for m .. l:9 
blk (j ,m) =qim"ge (blksz " (k-l) +j, blksz* (l -l) +m) ; 
ond 
ond 
act=mtree «1+(blksz/3)' (k - l): (hlksz/3) - k, (1+(blksz/3) "(I-I)): (blksz/3)" 
1); 
vact _ (vact sum(sum( act )) J; 
if (k,.4) &. (k<l6) &. (1)4) &. (1<:16) 
mask_maskl; 
cnt l _cntl+!; 
elseif (k= d) I (h. dim): (l.o><1) : (1 =dim) 
mask_:nask] ; 
cnt3.cnt3+1 ; 
eiseif (sum(sGrn(actll ,. 5) 
mask=maskl; 
cntl=cntl+l; 







tdct= (crn3t"blk"'cmat') ."mask; 














ond if no __ l0 
print detlO 
ond 
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